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Week 1: What is Cognition? Meredith
Cognition defined:
- mental processes and states
- leads to advances in computer science alongside psychology 
- Alan Turing: The Turing Test gave a specific behavioural definition of thinking, where 

linguistic competence indicates intelligence in linguistic responses (as language is very 
difficult to learn so acts as a good indicator of intelligence)

- the act of knowing: showing that with is known as knowledge: seen as a process/action 
leading to a product of mental representations (as data structures)

- Mind is a system that creates representations of the world - so we can act within the 
environment to achieve our goals 

Cognitive agent: those who engage in cognition 
- can sense and act in environment to detect effects of changes and gain relevant 

information 
- construct mental models to represent the causal structure of their environment (the 

cause-effect relations)
- Adapt their mental models in response to behavioural feedback 
- use models to guide future behaviour 
- form inferences to make sense of experience 
- Example of sea-slugs: they don't have a brain, yet they can adapt to environment with 

implicit representations
- example of thermostat 
- Example of puppies: act on and sense the world, can represent semantic knowledge in 

their mind 
- IBM computer: learns and interacts with language and search processes in real time

Cognition = involves a variety of mental processes such as attention or perception, 
involving the use of mental representations

Mental representations
- they form the basis for sensing, acting, thinking, and are physically implemented via 

neural mechanisms 
- low level: sensorimotor modes: sense of embodiment, movements, senses
- middle level: mental images, as visuospatial representations, can picture an object even 

when not physically present in front of you
- high level: symbolic representations - logical, linguistic, semantic, schemes, can give 

abstract names while not present 

Cognisers mentally represent their world:
- they coordinate behaviours with environment features that aren't always physically 

present 
- use to use something else to guide behaviour 
- They're part of a general representation system, where this standing in can occur 

systematical to other related representational state

Classic Symbolic Cognition:
- thought processes reflect mental manipulation of symbols according to syntactic rules 

for combing symbols 
- has a deductive logic 
- the language of thought with abstract symbols 



- thinking = a mental language
- Symbols represent knowledge of things/events/concepts and knowledge of the way 

these concepts relate to each other 
- words/numerals - symbols of deeper mental concepts 
- Syntactic rules are a program of mind expressed as ‘mentalese’ 
- is used to model intelligent behaviour like problem solving and reasoning 
- problem solving steps relate to an explicit code (commands, if ___ so ___)
- good for formal problems and logical reasoning, yet bad for perception/action/

recognising patterns 
- question of how knowledge gets in to an agent? the evolutionary nature of intelligence
- process of the problem space: move through a series of intermediate states to get from 

initial state to goal state  
- Example: Tower of Hanoi problem (try research this!)

Symbolic representations:
- prepositional representations 
- used as a symbolic code to express the meaning of a particular relationship among 

concepts 
- used to comprehend the relation 
- formal notion: cat under table (the basic format)
- prepositional notion: under (cat, table), where under predicts the relation between 

concepts 
- Prepositions express the underlying meaning independent of surface details of 

utterance/sentence/image/event witnessed 
- they are abstract, symbolic codes like a mental language/math formula (not words), and 

help formulate predictions and arguments with the semantic elements 
- p (x,y) where p expresses the relationship between the elements (is a property of the 

elements), arguments represent the subject and object of the sentence 
- they are composed of a predicate and a number of arguments (semantic elements)
- Frames/schemas of predicate-argument can express many different surface forms
- example of gave (agent, object, recipient): surface form of Kevin gave Julia a kiss, then 

translates to gave (Kevin, kiss, Julia), where we can build tree structures as complex 
relations between elements with combined prepositions 



Approaches to Symbolic Representations X2: 

Challenges to the classical approach: a dynamic cognition 
- real time cognition best described as a continuously changing pattern of neuronal 

activity (rather than sequences of logical operations performed on discrete symbols)
- speech is dynamic and evolves over time, where we need to distinguish the sounds 

between words 
- this is seen through computer mouse or eye tracking, showing a dynamic process of 

mental activity where mental activity is conducted in between these ‘discrete thoughts’

Semantic Networks: 
Collins and Quillian 
1969

Analogue 
representations:
Shepard and Metzler 
1971

- has a symbolic hierarchical structure with nodes and connections 
- how Cana cognitive system learn this model?
- concepts are coded in propositional form expressing relationships and properties 

such as “is-a” or “has” or “can” (e.g., a canary “is-a” bird; a canary “has” wings; a 
canary “can” sing). 

- The model indicates that living things “can breathe” ; that an animal “is a” living 
thing, that a bird “is a” kind of animal, and that a canary “is a” kind of bird.

- It follows from the hierarchical organisation of the network that that a canary 
“can” move around. The canary node inherits this property via its connection to 
the category of animals and to a still higher category of living things.

�

- data provides evidence that some of our cognitive processes are carried out with 
analogue representations (rather than abstract symbols)

- mental imagery and rotation, where the time taken to mentally rotate related to 
the degree of physical rotation and the physical notation times

- mental images are analogous (similar)  to what they represent - shown in the 
study with the time taken to mentally manipulate images and shapes represented 
a similar manner to the physical processes of manipulating the objects

�  



- argued that cognition is best analysed through a continuously 
dynamic biological process (rather than staccato series of 
abstract computer like symbols)

- study by Spivey and David (2005) showing mouse trajectory 
movements in between the objects  that evolved dynamically 
(over time) 

Embodied and situated cognition:
- Challenge by Rodney Brookes: showed that robots navigate 

spatial environments, sensing the world and adapting to 
changes 

- where cognition is only one resource amongst others of 
physical properties, structure of immediate environment and social context 

- Cognition can extend beyond an agent’s brain and be distributed across a system of 
people and objects in the environment 

- example of Leonardo: the social robot

David Marr’s levels of explanation to describe cognitive processes  

- by giving explanation of ‘how’, mental representations/frames/event schemas used to 
make inferences of situations and make predictions 

- computational level: goal of the process/appropriateness and strategy of the goal 
process

- Algorithmic: representation of the input and the algorithm for its transformation 
- Implementation: where and how can the representation and algorithm be seen 

physically in the brain at a neural level 


